1. ADOPTION OF AGENDA AND ORDER OF BUSINESS

The recommendations of the Intersessional Committee as to the order of business (see L/248) were adopted.

2. ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN AND VICE-CHAIRMEN

3. REVIEW OF THE AGREEMENT

(see notes by the secretariat (L/189 and Addenda) and proposals by governments.)

4. PLANS FOR TARIFF REDUCTION

Statement by the Benelux Governments - L/210. (For recommendation of Intersessional Committee see L/249, paragraphs 7 and 8.)

5. STATUS OF SCHEDULES AFTER 30 JUNE 1955

Statement by Austria - L/217

6. ACCESSION OF JAPAN

Request by Japan - L/205. (For recommendations of Intersessional Committee see L/249, paragraph 9.)

7. BALANCE-OF-PAYMENT IMPORT RESTRICTIONS

(a) Consultations under Article XIV:1(g)

Australia, Ceylon, New Zealand, Rhodesia and Nyasaland and the United Kingdom - L/194/Rev.1

(b) Fifth Annual Report under Article XIV:1(g)
8. CUSTOMS ADMINISTRATION

(a) Methods of Valuation
   Questionnaire - L/228. (For recommendations of the
   Intersessional Committee see L/249 paragraphs 12 and 13).

(b) Nationality of Imported Goods
   Comments on the proposed definition of origin - L/179/Add.1

(c) Consular Formalities

(d) Documentary Requirements
   Reports on compliance with the Standard Practices - L/198/Add.

9. ANNUAL REPORTS ON WAIVERS

(a) European Coal and Steel Community
   Report by the Member States - L/240
   Note by the Executive Secretary - L/247

(b) United Kingdom Waiver on Article I
   Report by the United Kingdom - L/255

(c) Australia/Papua-New Guinea
   Report by Australia - L/251

(d) Italy/Libya
   Reports by Italy and Libya - L/232 and Add.1

10. FEDERATION OF RHODESIA AND NYASALAND

   Report by Intersessional Committee - L/250.

11. ACTION UNDER ARTICLE XXIV

(a) South Africa/S. Rhodesia Customs Union
   (i) Plan and Schedule
      Statement by the two Governments - L/259/Rev.1
   (ii) Report of the Customs Union Council
      A copy was sent to each contracting party with L/222

(b) Nicaragua/El Salvador
   Report by Nicaragua - L/233

12. COMPLAINTS

(a) United States Dairy Products
   Report by United States

(b) United States Duty on Dried Figs
   Report by United States, Greece, Italy and Turkey

(c) United States Export Subsidy on Oranges
   Statement by Italy - L/265

(d) Brazilian Internal Taxes
   Report by Brazil
(e) Brazilian Compensatory Concessions  
Report by Brazil

(f) Belgian Dollar Import Restrictions  
Report by Belgium

(g) Belgian Family Allowances  
Report by Belgium - L/187

(h) French Statistical Tax on Imports and Exports  
Report by France - L/238

(i) French Stamp Tax  
Statement by United States - L/245

(k) French Special Temporary Compensation Tax on Imports  
Statement by Italy - L/213

(l) Swedish Anti-Dumping Duties  
Statement by Italy - L/215

(m) Turkish Import Taxes and Export Bonuses  
Statement by Italy - L/214

(n) German Discrimination in Coal Imports  
Statement by United States - L/242

(o) Greek Luxury Tax and Tariff Changes  
Statement by Italy - L/234

(p) Peru - Prohibition of Imports from Czechoslovakia  
Statement by Czechoslovakia - L/235

(q) Belgian Restrictions on Imports of Coal  
Statement by United States - L/258

(r) German Import Duties on Starch and Potato Flour  
Statement by Benelux - L/260

13. TURKISH SCHEDULE TRANPOSITION  
Statement by Turkey - L/229

14. RECTIFICATION OF SCHEDULES  
Draft Fourth Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications - L/236.

15. STATUS OF PROTOCOLS  
Contracting parties which have not signed the Second and Third Protocols of Rectifications and Modifications - L/252.

16. DISCRIMINATION IN TRANSPORT INSURANCE  
Report by Executive Secretary.
17. APPLICATIONS UNDER ARTICLE XVIII
   (a) Notification by Uruguay - L/231
   (b) Application by Cuba - L/221
   (c) Application by Ceylon - L/230/Rev.1

18. SAMPLES CONVENTION
   Report on acceptances and accessions - L/253
   (For recommendation of Intersessional Committee see L/249)

19. FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND BUDGET
    Financial Statement for 1954 - L/226 and Add.1
    Budget Estimates for 1955 - L/227
    Report by Working Party - L/254

20. GREEK REQUEST TO RENEGOTIATE FOUR ITEMS IN SCHEDULE XXV
    Statement by Greece - SECRET/15

21. RENEWAL OF ARRANGEMENTS FOR INTERSESSIONAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE AGREEMENT

22. DATE AND PLACE OF THE TENTH SESSION